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I sent away from here, sometime back my large portfolio of Bushman draw-
ings … But since then I have not heard a word upon the subject and I have 
been nervous in consequence ever since, as the work of years might be de-
stroyed in two or three hours by a thunder storm … I trust they were not dis-
turbed before they reached you. My dear Sir, I trust implicitly to the strong 
pledge you gave me that they should only be seen by a few trustworthy gen-
tlemen; and no one was to be allowed to make any notes or copies, on any 
context whatever.37 

Stow’s concern was shared by Sir Bartle Frere, Governor of the Cape 
Colony, who was allowed to inspect Stow’s copies in Lucy Lloyd’s posses-
sion including copies sent by other copyists: 

(I)t appeared from what Mr Trimen told me that H.E. had thought that there 
might be pictures not belonging to your collection (but equally good) of which 
one or two specimens might have been sent home in Mr Trimen’s care, to give 
the publishers an idea of the kind of work which would be needed when the 
time for reproduction came ....38

Stow responded by sending a detailed list of the specimen copies that he 
wished to be presented to the publisher:

From what I remember, No. 8 from the mountains N.W. of Komani would be 
a good representative one, ‘Advance of women in masquerading dresses’; also 
no. 16, ‘Bushman tribes in wild boar hunting’, from Dordrecht, Stormberg; 
no. 23 from Lower Imvani, ‘Lions attacking elands’, and no. 40 from Madu-
ra’s Cave in the banks of the ‘Ca-’ca-du, ‘Group of bucks (antelope trekking)’. 
These with the chippings, no. 4, the one partially shaded, will, I think, form 
specimen cartoons enough. I will however, leave it to your judgement….39 

It is significant that Stow did not include ‘Bushman disguised as ostrich’ 
in this list; his suggested list included only one hunting/dancing dis-
guise, ‘Advance of women in masquerading dresses’.40 In the same letter 
Stow requested Lucy Lloyd to write descriptive notes of the ‘drawings’ 
that would be dispatched to England, 

(S)o that I can embody it into the work among the others if they do not re-
turn, in time.41 

This is a reference both to Stow’s unorthodox modus operandi of incor-
porating ‘representative’ images freely into his copies, and to the unfin-
ished, field copies that had been included in the portfolio of copies he had 
sent to Bleek in 1875: He pointed out to her:

(T)he difficulty now is how to get it from here to Cape Town safely ... as to 
save time I shall have to send a number in an unfinished state - and I would 

37 McGregor Museum Depot MMKD 2656/3. Correspondence: GW Stow to Bleek, 18 May 
1875. Emphasis added).

38  Correspondence: L Lloyd to Stow, 15 August 1878 in K Schoeman, A debt of gratitude: 
Lucy Lloyd and the ‘Bushman work’ of GW Stow, p. 79. Emphasis added.

39  GW Stow - Lucy Lloyd, 21 October 1878 in K Schoeman, A debt of gratitude: Lucy 
Lloyd and the ‘Bushman work’ of GW Stow, p. 90. Emphasis added.

40  GW Stow, and DF Bleek, Rock paintings in South Africa from parts of the Eastern Prov-
ince and Orange Free State, (Methuen, London, 1930), Plate 13.

41  Correspondence: GW Stow to Lucy Lloyd, 21 October 1878, K Schoeman, A debt of 
gratitude: Lucy Lloyd and the ‘Bushman work’ of GW Stow, p. 91.
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therefore refine these again after you have studied them.42

Negotiations with the publisher John Murray of London commenced in 
1880, and Stow reiterated that due to circumstances, he was sending 
unfinished field copies:

I have been engaged for the last six or seven weeks along the banks of the 
Vaal inspecting the Free State coal deposits. The same cause has obliged me 
to send you my original sketches for the illustration of this portion. My inten-
tion was to have reduced them to the size of a page, and to have shaded and 
tinted them in their proper colours, but as a travelling wagon is my only resi-
dence while engaged in field work, and a series of sandstorms intermitting 
with rain and snow having continued for fourteen or sixteen days and still 
showing no signs of abating, I have found it impossible to carry out.43 

Murray was unable to publish Stow’s manuscript, and Stow died 18 
months later. The unfinished field copies were not returned to Lucy Lloyd 
immediately: 

I have already been endeavouring for some time to ascertain their wherea-
bouts from Miss Frere (who kindly took them home for Mr Stow), but hitherto 
unsuccessful.44 

After Stow’s death, Lucy Lloyd immediately made arrangements to pur-
chase all of Stow’s copies for future publication: 

(A)nd then they might be published (always, of course, as Mr Stow’s work) 
with the mass of material with regard to the Bushmen which has been ac-
cumulated by the late Dr. Bleek and myself.45

Dowson et al. state that the 
numbering of the second part of the collection suggests that the blue ostrich 
copy was already in sequence before the copies reached Cape Town....46 

They maintain that Stow deliberately held the ‘forged’ copy back as part 
of a numbered sequence, in order to include it in a future publication.47 

The unpublished correspondence has now revealed that the numbering 
of this second batch of copies was in fact not done by Stow. After his sud-
den death, his affairs were understandably in complete disarray, and his 
personal effects, including his copies, were scattered in various places. 
Before dispatching the second batch of copies to Lucy Lloyd, Fanny Stow 

42 Correspondence: GW Stow - Bleek, 23 January 1875, McGregor Museum Depot 
MMKD 2650/2, emphasis added)

43  Correspondence: GW Stow - John Murray, 6 September 1880 in K Schoeman, A debt 
of gratitude: Lucy Lloyd and the ‘Bushman work’ of GW Stow, p. 106.

44  Correspondence: L Lloyd - Fanny Stow, 24 July 1882 in K Schoeman, A debt of grati-
tude: Lucy Lloyd and the ‘Bushman work’ of GW Stow, p. 114.

45  Correspondence: L Lloyd to Fanny Stow, 24 July 1882, K Schoeman, A debt of grati-
tude: Lucy Lloyd and the ‘Bushman work’ of GW Stow, p. 110.

46  TA Dowson, PV Tobias and JD Lewis-Williams, “The mystery of the blue ostriches: 
clues to the origin and authorship of a supposed rock painting” in African Studies, 
53(1), 1994, p. 25.

47 TA Dowson, PV Tobias and JD Lewis-Williams, “The mystery of the blue ostriches: 
clues to the origin and authorship of a supposed rock painting” in African Studies, 
53(1), 1994, p. 35.
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numbered them herself, later to be re-numbered by Dorothea Bleek:
There are two sets of numbers on the copies. The larger ones in brackets are 
old ones. I fancy Mrs Stow must have put them on haphazard for they jump 
about from one locality to another. The smaller ones without brackets are 
mine, which I put on when I had ordered the copies according to localities.48 

This letter also reveals that a number of copies that had been left in the 
care of Stow’s friend, C.S. Orpen, were not recovered. Dorothea Bleek 
noted: 

As to Stow’s tracings my aunt bought all the paintings and tracings from Mrs 
Stow after Stow’s death ... She said there were some missing ... She never 
did find them, because they evidently did not know of the box or boxes in 
the Free State.49

After 1882 Lucy Lloyd was the sole owner and custodian of Stow’s cop-
ies. They were housed in the Bleek home in Cape Town, together with the 
collection of copies received from other copyists from time to time. The 
number of publishers approached after 1882 is not known, but in 1905, 
Swan and Sonnenschein of London finally published The native races of 
South Africa. It was illustrated with a number of Stow’s copies, including 
the now infamous copy, ‘Bushman disguised as ostrich’.50 

Clues
Lucy Lloyd died in 1914 and the copies were inherited by her niece Dor-
othea Bleek, then 14 years old, and also destined to become a respected 
authority on the Bushman language and culture.51 The bulk of the copies 
remained unpublished until 1930 when she arranged to have 72 of them 
published in Rock paintings in South Africa. The copy first printed in 1905 
as ‘Bushman disguised as ostrich’, was also included, this time as ‘Os-
trich hunt’.52 Some of the plates were accompanied by explanations: 

In the letterpress accompanying the reproductions all the Bushman explana-
tions given are taken from the notes of Dr Bleek and Miss Lloyd.53 

The following explanation appeared next to ‘Ostrich hunt’: 
EXPLANATION - A Bushman said of the picture, ‘Ostriches, three black 
males, two blue females. The ‘nusa Bushmen, not the ‘kham Bushmen, are 

48 McGregor Museum Depot MMKD 2648/2. Correspondence: Dorothea Bleek to Maria 
Wilman, 19 October 1944.

49  McGregor Museum Depot MMKD 2648/2. Correspondence: Dorothea Bleek to Maria 
Wilman, 19 October 1944.

50  GW Stow, The native races of South Africa, (Swan & Sonnenschein, London, (1905) 
1964), p. 82.

51  E Eberhard, “Wilhelm Bleek and the founding of Khoisan research”, in J Deacon and 
TA Dowson (eds.), Voices from the past: IXam Bushmen and the Bleek and Lloyd collec-
tion, pp. 61-62.

52  GW Stow, and DF Bleek, Rock paintings in South Africa from parts of the Eastern Prov-
ince and Orange Free State, Plate 21.

53  Ibid., p. xvii.
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said to hunt in ostrich skins’.54 

Apart from the fact that this ‘explanation’ by a Bushman, supports Stow’s 
belief in hunting disguises, it also implies that in Bleek’s lifetime, he had 
inspected and studied an unidentified ostrich copy. 

Illustration 3. Ostrich hunt. Source: Stow and Bleek 
(1930), Plate 21.

At the time of the 1930 publication, half a century had elapsed since 
Stow’s death, and his copies were no longer regarded as sacrosanct. In-
terested persons were given access to them, and Dorothea Bleek also ar-
ranged that duplicates be made:

(I)f I ever wished to part with the duplicates I have made of Stow’s copies of 
Bushman paintings, the McGregor Museum might like to buy them .... Most 
of the duplicates were made by Miss (name illegible), a few by Miss Gill. Of 
those made by Miss (name illegible), I have a number of the tracings she 
made as preliminaries .... I should also add some of Stow’s preliminary trac-
ings, or sketches ....55 

This large-scale duplication of Stow’s copies was no doubt motivated by 
a sincere desire on Dorothea Bleek’s part to keep a record of the copies, 
and to safeguard them from possible loss at sea or elsewhere, en route to 
the publisher Methuen and Co. in London. Included in this letter was a 
list of the duplicates; she noted that a number of the ‘copies’ were miss-
ing but that she had the ‘tracings’, and that ‘21 (is) missing altogether’ 
54  Ibid., op. Plate 21.
55  McGregor Museum Depot MMKD 2648/1. Correspondence: Dorothea Bleek -Maria 

Wilman, 18 September 1944.
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(the blue ostriches). This puzzling remark suggests that at the time of the 
1930 publication, there was neither a field copy nor a finished copy of the 
blue ostriches; yet a copy was included in the subsequent publication? 
It has always been assumed that ‘Bushman disguised as ostrich’ (1905), 
and ‘Ostrich hunt’ (1930) are identical. However a close scrutiny and 
comparison of the two versions, reveals some unexpected differences.

Stylistic disparities: Bushman disguised as ostrich (1905); 
Ostrich hunt (1930)
In the 1905 version of the blue ostriches, the background consists of 
faint, horizontal charcoal or pencil lines, and the colour application of the 
ostriches is flat and smooth. The most pronounced difference lies in the 
addition of delicate pencil shading applied over the painted areas, in order 
to emphasise the form of the blue female ostriches; this pencil shading is 
applied in a distinctly Western mode. The copy is not inscribed.56 In the 
1930 version the background is washed in,57 the colour application of the 
ostriches is uneven, and the wings of two of the black male ostriches are 
clearly demarcated. The under belly of one of the blue female ostriches 
has a pronounced curve. The copy is not dated or signed but the location 
of the site is indicated in faintly visible script. Dowson et al. argue that 
this script appears to be that of Stow.58

This stylistic disparity of the two versions points to at least two differ-
ent persons involved in their execution. The possibility that Stow himself 
executed the 1905 version is remote. In his personal correspondence he 
repeatedly stated that he was submitting only ‘original sketches’ i.e. un-
finished field copies; his detailed list to Lucy Lloyd did not include an 
ostrich copy. He died before these unfinished copies could be returned 
to him to finish. Lucy Lloyd may have presented an unfinished field copy 
of ostriches to the publisher after Stow’s death. If this is indeed true, an 
unknown person completed it in colour and added the pencil shading, 
no doubt thinking to enhance it. Additional pencil shading of this nature 
does not occur in any of Stow’s copies.

Seemingly unaware of the fact that two separate versions of the blue os-
triches were executed, Dowson et al. refer only to the 1930 version.59 If 
this 1930 version is indeed the original ‘fake’, executed by Stow, it must 
be assumed that the 1905 version is a fake of Stow’s ‘fake’, because clear-
ly, the two versions were not executed by the same person. The question 
must also be asked why it was necessary to make a fake if a perfectly 
56  GW Stow, The native races of South Africa, op. p. 82.
57  GW Stow, and DF Bleek, Rock paintings in South Africa from parts of the Eastern Prov-

ince and Orange Free State, Plate 21.
58  TA Dowson, PV Tobias and JD Lewis-Williams, “The mystery of the blue ostriches: 

clues to the origin and authorship of a supposed rock painting” in African Studies, 
53(1), 1994, pp. 29-30.

59  Housed in the SA Museum, Cape Town.
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acceptable copy – the 1930 version – was available? Endless specula-
tion is possible, but all allegations remain conjectural and unproven. In 
the intervening years from Stow’s death (1882) to the publication of his 
manuscript (1905), and finally to the Stow & Bleek publication (1930), 
his copies were freely inspected and copied, passed hands several times, 
were perused by at least three different publishers, and were transported, 
to and fro, between two continents.60 Under these adverse circumstances, 
the possibility of the original collection remaining intact is highly un-
likely, and extraneous intervention after his death cannot be excluded. 
However, there is no evidence that points to Stow (or any other party) 
committing deliberate fraud.

Unfounded accusations
Not only is Stow accused of committing deliberate fraud, he is also de-
scribed as a weak character with many undesirable qualities.  He is slat-
ed for the many occupations he followed and the fact that none of his 
undertakings prospered.61  In a perceptive paragraph describing the cir-
cumstances in the Eastern Cape during this period of Stow’s life Schoe-
man writes that 

(T)his was not untypical of the career of a young English-speaking immigrant 
in the Eastern Cape during that period, a history of attempts and failures, 
financial difficulties and general improvisation.62 

Schoeman refers to the many professions the historian G.M. Theal and 
many of their contemporaries followed:  

(L)ife in the Cape Colony was as yet not particularly stable, economically or 
otherwise, and improvisation was the order of the day ....63  

The authors of the article argue that this ‘life of frustration’ manifested 
itself in some unattractive ways and that he was regarded as ‘self-centred 
and vain of his achievements’ and that he was vain, insensitive and secre-
tive.64  The authors argue: 

(T)he biography (presumably of Young) and Stow’s letters reveal him as 
boastful, ambitious and resentful and that he had not received sufficient rec-
ognition.65 

This final accusation is difficult to understand as Stow’s letters reveal 
60 K Schoeman, A debt of gratitude: Lucy Lloyd and the ‘Bushman work’ of GW Stow, pp. 

109; 112; 114; 115; 116; 118; 119; 122. 
61 TA Dowson, PV Tobias and JD Lewis-Williams, “The mystery of the blue ostriches: 

clues to the origin and authorship of a supposed rock painting” in African Studies, 
53(1), 1994, p. 34.

62 K Schoeman, A debt of gratitude: Lucy Lloyd and the ‘Bushman work’ of GW Stow, p. 
43. 

63 Ibid., p. 44.
64  TA Dowson, PV Tobias and JD Lewis-Williams, “The mystery of the blue ostriches: 

clues to the origin and authorship of a supposed rock painting” in African Studies, 
53(1), 1994, p. 34. Emphasis added.

65  Ibid., p. 35. Emphasis added.
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him as a typical Victorian ‘gentleman’, cultured, courteous and mod-
est, always deeply grateful for any interest shown in his work.  Although 
his treatise was not accepted for publication in his lifetime, the value 
of his work was widely recognised and acknowledged by many of the 
most prominent citizens of the day including R. Trimen, curator of the 
S.A. Museum,66  Sir John Stone, (Astronomer Royal),67  William Littleton 
(private secretary of Sir Bartle Frere);68 Sir Bartle Frere himself,69 Bishop 
Merriman,70 and J.S.B. Todd (acting executive commissioner for the Cape 
Colony at the Paris Exhibition of 1878),71 and numerous others.72 

Conclusion
In their final ‘INDICTMENT’ Dowson et al. repeat their allegations and 
reiterate what they believe to be the motive for the forgery. They argue: 

Very possibly he forged it to support his narrative view of the art....73 

This allegation is difficult to understand as Stow had a substantial 
number of copies depicting what he believed to be the customs and be-
liefs of the Bushman, including hunting disguises; there simply was no 
need to ‘fake’ such a copy. Stow’s efforts to secure a publisher for his 
treatise (which embraced his narrative view of the art), were fully sup-
ported by W.H.I. Bleek, by Lucy Lloyd and by a small but extremely influ-
ential group that included Sir Bartle Frere, governor of the Cape Colony.74 
Stow was recognised by his contemporaries as an authority, and while 
conflicting opinions may have been expressed in private, there was no 
question of animosity or public dissension. Theoretical issues and aca-
demic debate regarding the meaning and motivation of rock art would 
only become a burning issue, and be hotly contested, many years later 
with the introduction of the trance hypotheses/shamanistic approach 
in the 1980s. In the final analysis the defamatory article is more about 
two mutually exclusive interpretational approaches of rock art, than it is 
about an alleged forgery. In the process, irreparable harm has been done 
to the name of George William Stow and his contribution to rock art re-
search and conservation. While his pioneering contribution was acknowl-

66  K Schoeman, A debt of gratitude: Lucy Lloyd and the ‘Bushman work’ of GW Stow, p. 
63.

67  Ibid., p.70.
68  Ibid., p. 74.
69  Ibid., p. 86; 88; 91; 104.
70  Ibid., p. 69.
71  Ibid., p. 78.
72  Ibid., p. 65, 66, 69, 70, 76, 93, 94, 100.
73  TA Dowson, PV Tobias and JD Lewis-Williams, “The mystery of the blue ostriches: 

clues to the origin and authorship of a supposed rock painting” in African Studies, 
53(1), 1994, p. 35.

74 K Schoeman, A debt of gratitude: Lucy Lloyd and the ‘Bushman work’ of GW Stow, pp. 
70, 79, 90, 93-94, 98, 100.
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edged by earlier researchers,75 after 1994 his entire contribution became 
suspect. This includes not only his copies of rock art (many of which have 
since become obliterated), but also the valuable information he obtained 
from Bushman informants regarding their art and culture. 

75 E.g. I Schapera, The Khoisan peoples of South Africa: Bushmen and Hottentots, 
(Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, [1930], [1963]); AR Willcox, The rock art of Africa, 
(Croom Helm, London 1984); B Woodhouse, The rain and its creatures as the Bushmen 
painted them, (William Waterman, Johannesburg, 1992).


